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Proceedings of the International Conference on Computational Collective
Intelligence (ICCCI) published in the Springer’s LNCS/LNAI series

The following ICCCI Proceedings belong to the top 25% most downloaded eBooks
in the relevant Springer’s eBook Collection in 2017.

Proceedings

Volume

Chapter downloads
(since online publication)

ICCCI 2017

Part 1 • LNAI 10448

44,820

ICCCI 2017

Part 2 • LNAI 10449

35,909

ICCCI 2016

Part 1 • LNAI 9875

29,857

ICCCI 2016

Part 2 • LNAI 9876

31,047

ICCCI 2015

Part 1 • LNAI 9329

36,490

ICCCI 2015

Part 2 • LNAI 9330

49,029
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springer.com

Book Performance Report
2017
April 2018
Dear Bogdan Trawiński,
This report provides you with an overview of how your eBook performed on SpringerLink
in 2017. We would also like to share some tips and services for you.
You might be familiar with Bookmetrix, a platform that compiles performance metrics
for your books/chapters. Last year we connected Bookmetrix to your MySpringer
account. While this report shows static, calendar-year data, your account shows you current
SpringerLink usage data as well as the number of citations, social media mentions and
book reviews.
Clicking on one of these metrics takes you to the Bookmetrix page for your book where
you can find benchmarks: how your book compares to the average of other titles
published in the same year and discipline.
Just a reminder, you can access MySpringer here.
Best wishes,
Your Springer Marketing team

ISBN 978-3-319-67074-4
(ebook)
ISBN 978-3-319-67073-7
(print book)
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Book Performance Report

springer.com

Availability of and results for your eBook

Year

Chapter
Downloads

Since its online publication on September 07, 2017, there has been a total of 44,820
chapter downloads for your eBook on SpringerLink. The table to the right shows the
download figures for the last year(s).

2017

44,820

This means your book was one of the top 25% most downloaded eBooks in the relevant
eBook Collection in 2017.
•
•

In addition to the collections, Springer eBooks are available for individual use from our
web shop. Your book can be ordered/downloaded directly from its home page.
To further widen the distribution of your eBook, it has also been made available in the
following shop(s):
Amazon Kindle Shop
Apple iTunes
Google play

eBooks reach a broad readership and provide global visibility for your work.

Spreading the word about your book
To present your book Computational Collective Intelligence to its potential readers
and make it findable by search engines, it has its own home page, which can be shared
through social media and where you can download a flyer for your book! In 2017 this
page was visited 1,481 times.
•
•

Your book has been announced by the New Book Alert, our largest customer emailing.
Journal editors, journalists or bloggers can request a free Online Review Copy of your
book from its home page. This online service makes it especially easy for them to write
a review. As you know, reviews can be an excellent way to boost a book’s visibility in the
relevant communities and raise reader interest!

Tips and services
Engage on social media – talk about your book
Are you an active social media user? Remember to talk about your book and share the link
to your book with your community. What inspired you to write it? How many downloads
did it get last year? Posts about your book can reach potential new readers, and help get it
cited and get more reviews.
Find a Springer social media account in your discipline and connect with your community:
springer.com/social-media

Download your author badge
Download it and stick it to your website, post it on social media or place it in your email
signature and hyperlink it to your book. Use your author badge to promote your book.
bit.ly/authorbadges
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springer.com

Book Performance Report
2017
April 2018
Dear Bogdan Trawiński,
This report provides you with an overview of how your eBook performed on SpringerLink
in 2017. We would also like to share some tips and services for you.
You might be familiar with Bookmetrix, a platform that compiles performance metrics
for your books/chapters. Last year we connected Bookmetrix to your MySpringer
account. While this report shows static, calendar-year data, your account shows you current
SpringerLink usage data as well as the number of citations, social media mentions and
book reviews.
Clicking on one of these metrics takes you to the Bookmetrix page for your book where
you can find benchmarks: how your book compares to the average of other titles
published in the same year and discipline.
Just a reminder, you can access MySpringer here.
Best wishes,
Your Springer Marketing team

ISBN 978-3-319-67077-5
(ebook)
ISBN 978-3-319-67076-8
(print book)
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Availability of and results for your eBook

Year

Chapter
Downloads

Since its online publication on September 07, 2017, there has been a total of 35,909
chapter downloads for your eBook on SpringerLink. The table to the right shows the
download figures for the last year(s).

2017

35,909

This means your book was one of the top 25% most downloaded eBooks in the relevant
eBook Collection in 2017.
•
•

In addition to the collections, Springer eBooks are available for individual use from our
web shop. Your book can be ordered/downloaded directly from its home page.
To further widen the distribution of your eBook, it has also been made available in the
following shop(s):
Amazon Kindle Shop
Apple iTunes
Google play

eBooks reach a broad readership and provide global visibility for your work.

Spreading the word about your book
To present your book Computational Collective Intelligence to its potential readers
and make it findable by search engines, it has its own home page, which can be shared
through social media and where you can download a flyer for your book! In 2017 this
page was visited 1,583 times.
•
•

Your book has been announced by the New Book Alert, our largest customer emailing.
Journal editors, journalists or bloggers can request a free Online Review Copy of your
book from its home page. This online service makes it especially easy for them to write
a review. As you know, reviews can be an excellent way to boost a book’s visibility in the
relevant communities and raise reader interest!

Tips and services
Engage on social media – talk about your book
Are you an active social media user? Remember to talk about your book and share the link
to your book with your community. What inspired you to write it? How many downloads
did it get last year? Posts about your book can reach potential new readers, and help get it
cited and get more reviews.
Find a Springer social media account in your discipline and connect with your community:
springer.com/social-media

Download your author badge
Download it and stick it to your website, post it on social media or place it in your email
signature and hyperlink it to your book. Use your author badge to promote your book.
bit.ly/authorbadges
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Book Performance Report
2017
April 2018
Dear Bogdan Trawiński,
This report provides you with an overview of how your eBook performed on SpringerLink
in 2017. We would also like to share some tips and services for you.
You might be familiar with Bookmetrix, a platform that compiles performance metrics
for your books/chapters. Last year we connected Bookmetrix to your MySpringer
account. While this report shows static, calendar-year data, your account shows you current
SpringerLink usage data as well as the number of citations, social media mentions and
book reviews.
Clicking on one of these metrics takes you to the Bookmetrix page for your book where
you can find benchmarks: how your book compares to the average of other titles
published in the same year and discipline.
Just a reminder, you can access MySpringer here.
Best wishes,
Your Springer Marketing team

ISBN 978-3-319-45243-2
(ebook)
ISBN 978-3-319-45242-5
(print book)
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Availability of and results for your eBook

Year

Chapter
Downloads

Since its online publication on September 20, 2016, there has been a total of 29,857
chapter downloads for your eBook on SpringerLink. The table to the right shows the
download figures for the last year(s).

2017

12,428

2016

17,429

This means your book was one of the top 25% most downloaded eBooks in the relevant
eBook Collection in 2017.
•
•

In addition to the collections, Springer eBooks are available for individual use from our
web shop. Your book can be ordered/downloaded directly from its home page.
To further widen the distribution of your eBook, it has also been made available in the
following shop(s):
Amazon Kindle Shop
Apple iTunes
Google play

eBooks reach a broad readership and provide global visibility for your work.

Spreading the word about your book
To present your book Computational Collective Intelligence to its potential readers
and make it findable by search engines, it has its own home page, which can be shared
through social media and where you can download a flyer for your book! In 2017 this
page was visited 1,769 times.
•
•

Your book has been announced by the New Book Alert, our largest customer emailing.
Journal editors, journalists or bloggers can request a free Online Review Copy of your
book from its home page. This online service makes it especially easy for them to write
a review. As you know, reviews can be an excellent way to boost a book’s visibility in the
relevant communities and raise reader interest!

Tips and services
Engage on social media – talk about your book
Are you an active social media user? Remember to talk about your book and share the link
to your book with your community. What inspired you to write it? How many downloads
did it get last year? Posts about your book can reach potential new readers, and help get it
cited and get more reviews.
Find a Springer social media account in your discipline and connect with your community:
springer.com/social-media

Download your author badge
Download it and stick it to your website, post it on social media or place it in your email
signature and hyperlink it to your book. Use your author badge to promote your book.
bit.ly/authorbadges
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Book Performance Report
2017
April 2018
Dear Bogdan Trawiński,
This report provides you with an overview of how your eBook performed on SpringerLink
in 2017. We would also like to share some tips and services for you.
You might be familiar with Bookmetrix, a platform that compiles performance metrics
for your books/chapters. Last year we connected Bookmetrix to your MySpringer
account. While this report shows static, calendar-year data, your account shows you current
SpringerLink usage data as well as the number of citations, social media mentions and
book reviews.
Clicking on one of these metrics takes you to the Bookmetrix page for your book where
you can find benchmarks: how your book compares to the average of other titles
published in the same year and discipline.
Just a reminder, you can access MySpringer here.
Best wishes,
Your Springer Marketing team

ISBN 978-3-319-45246-3
(ebook)
ISBN 978-3-319-45245-6
(print book)
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Availability of and results for your eBook

Year

Chapter
Downloads

Since its online publication on September 20, 2016, there has been a total of 31,047
chapter downloads for your eBook on SpringerLink. The table to the right shows the
download figures for the last year(s).

2017

16,843

2016

14,204

This means your book was one of the top 25% most downloaded eBooks in the relevant
eBook Collection in 2017.
•
•

In addition to the collections, Springer eBooks are available for individual use from our
web shop. Your book can be ordered/downloaded directly from its home page.
To further widen the distribution of your eBook, it has also been made available in the
following shop(s):
Amazon Kindle Shop
Apple iTunes
Google play

eBooks reach a broad readership and provide global visibility for your work.

Spreading the word about your book
To present your book Computational Collective Intelligence to its potential readers
and make it findable by search engines, it has its own home page, which can be shared
through social media and where you can download a flyer for your book! In 2017 this
page was visited 2,402 times.
•
•

Your book has been announced by the New Book Alert, our largest customer emailing.
Journal editors, journalists or bloggers can request a free Online Review Copy of your
book from its home page. This online service makes it especially easy for them to write
a review. As you know, reviews can be an excellent way to boost a book’s visibility in the
relevant communities and raise reader interest!

Tips and services
Engage on social media – talk about your book
Are you an active social media user? Remember to talk about your book and share the link
to your book with your community. What inspired you to write it? How many downloads
did it get last year? Posts about your book can reach potential new readers, and help get it
cited and get more reviews.
Find a Springer social media account in your discipline and connect with your community:
springer.com/social-media

Download your author badge
Download it and stick it to your website, post it on social media or place it in your email
signature and hyperlink it to your book. Use your author badge to promote your book.
bit.ly/authorbadges
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Book Performance Report
2017
April 2018
Dear Bogdan Trawiński,
This report provides you with an overview of how your eBook performed on SpringerLink
in 2017. We would also like to share some tips and services for you.
You might be familiar with Bookmetrix, a platform that compiles performance metrics
for your books/chapters. Last year we connected Bookmetrix to your MySpringer
account. While this report shows static, calendar-year data, your account shows you current
SpringerLink usage data as well as the number of citations, social media mentions and
book reviews.
Clicking on one of these metrics takes you to the Bookmetrix page for your book where
you can find benchmarks: how your book compares to the average of other titles
published in the same year and discipline.
Just a reminder, you can access MySpringer here.
Best wishes,
Your Springer Marketing team

ISBN 978-3-319-24069-5
(ebook)
ISBN 978-3-319-24068-8
(print book)
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Availability of and results for your eBook

Year

Chapter
Downloads

Since its online publication on October 24, 2015, there has been a total of 36,490 chapter
downloads for your eBook on SpringerLink. The table to the right shows the download
figures for the last year(s).

2017

13,178

2016

16,679

2015

6,633

This means your book was one of the top 25% most downloaded eBooks in the relevant
eBook Collection in 2017.
•
•

In addition to the collections, Springer eBooks are available for individual use from our
web shop. Your book can be ordered/downloaded directly from its home page.
To further widen the distribution of your eBook, it has also been made available in the
following shop(s):
Apple iTunes
Google play

eBooks reach a broad readership and provide global visibility for your work.

Spreading the word about your book
To present your book Computational Collective Intelligence to its potential readers
and make it findable by search engines, it has its own home page, which can be shared
through social media and where you can download a flyer for your book! In 2017 this
page was visited 1,276 times.
•
•

Your book has been announced by the New Book Alert, our largest customer emailing.
Journal editors, journalists or bloggers can request a free Online Review Copy of your
book from its home page. This online service makes it especially easy for them to write
a review. As you know, reviews can be an excellent way to boost a book’s visibility in the
relevant communities and raise reader interest!

Tips and services
Engage on social media – talk about your book
Are you an active social media user? Remember to talk about your book and share the link
to your book with your community. What inspired you to write it? How many downloads
did it get last year? Posts about your book can reach potential new readers, and help get it
cited and get more reviews.
Find a Springer social media account in your discipline and connect with your community:
springer.com/social-media

Download your author badge
Download it and stick it to your website, post it on social media or place it in your email
signature and hyperlink it to your book. Use your author badge to promote your book.
bit.ly/authorbadges
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Book Performance Report
2017
April 2018
Dear Bogdan Trawiński,
This report provides you with an overview of how your eBook performed on SpringerLink
in 2017. We would also like to share some tips and services for you.
You might be familiar with Bookmetrix, a platform that compiles performance metrics
for your books/chapters. Last year we connected Bookmetrix to your MySpringer
account. While this report shows static, calendar-year data, your account shows you current
SpringerLink usage data as well as the number of citations, social media mentions and
book reviews.
Clicking on one of these metrics takes you to the Bookmetrix page for your book where
you can find benchmarks: how your book compares to the average of other titles
published in the same year and discipline.
Just a reminder, you can access MySpringer here.
Best wishes,
Your Springer Marketing team

ISBN 978-3-319-24306-1
(ebook)
ISBN 978-3-319-24305-4
(print book)
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Availability of and results for your eBook

Year

Chapter
Downloads

Since its online publication on October 24, 2015, there has been a total of 49,029 chapter
downloads for your eBook on SpringerLink. The table to the right shows the download
figures for the last year(s).

2017

17,485

2016

22,672

2015

8,872

This means your book was one of the top 25% most downloaded eBooks in the relevant
eBook Collection in 2017.
•
•

In addition to the collections, Springer eBooks are available for individual use from our
web shop. Your book can be ordered/downloaded directly from its home page.
To further widen the distribution of your eBook, it has also been made available in the
following shop(s):
Apple iTunes
Google play

eBooks reach a broad readership and provide global visibility for your work.

Spreading the word about your book
To present your book Computational Collective Intelligence to its potential readers
and make it findable by search engines, it has its own home page, which can be shared
through social media and where you can download a flyer for your book! In 2017 this
page was visited 1,977 times.
•
•

Your book has been announced by the New Book Alert, our largest customer emailing.
Journal editors, journalists or bloggers can request a free Online Review Copy of your
book from its home page. This online service makes it especially easy for them to write
a review. As you know, reviews can be an excellent way to boost a book’s visibility in the
relevant communities and raise reader interest!

Tips and services
Engage on social media – talk about your book
Are you an active social media user? Remember to talk about your book and share the link
to your book with your community. What inspired you to write it? How many downloads
did it get last year? Posts about your book can reach potential new readers, and help get it
cited and get more reviews.
Find a Springer social media account in your discipline and connect with your community:
springer.com/social-media

Download your author badge
Download it and stick it to your website, post it on social media or place it in your email
signature and hyperlink it to your book. Use your author badge to promote your book.
bit.ly/authorbadges
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